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The famed wound collector or the Unabomber Ted Kaczyns-
ki is responsible for the gathering of mail bombings, killing 
3 people. son to Polish-Americans Theodore and Wanda 
Kaczynski. He modified right into a prodigy, excelling at 
mathematics at an early age. Funding himself with uncom-
mon jobs and economic help from his family, Kaczynski 
studied survival skills collectively with match-to-be-eaten 
plant identification, tracking, and primitive construction.

                 
https://tse1.mm.bing.net/th?id=OIP.kClr87WxiTFb3Jw5EYod-

kQHaEK&pid=Api&P=0&w=274&h=154

The math prodigy becomes the Unabomber
Between 1978 and 1995, the Unabomber terrorized the 
mail with domestically made bombs that killed three people 
and injured 23 others. Each device the Unabomber sent out 
was uniquely made. Many of the devices had been made 
of, or with, timber. In most cases, the explosives had been 
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made from gunpowder, match heads, and other common 
available items. One resembled a cigar box and was left 
in a North-western University, now no longer an unusual 
place. Another, disguised as a wooden board with protrud-
ing nails, appeared withinside the front of a computer shop.

Industrial Society and Its Future
Kaczynski’s 35,000-word essay called “Industrial Society 
and Its Future” is a social critique opposing industrializa-
tion and a herbal ode to nature-focused anarchism. The 
essay contends that the Industrial Revolution commenced 
a harmful approach of natural destruction delivered upon 
through the manner of the era, whilst forcing human beings 
to comply with machinery, growing a socio-political order 
that suppresses human freedom and potential.
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
                                                                                                                                                                              
https://tse2.mm.bing.net/th?id=OIP.rCQhqNahxFdCLchGTEK-

megHaC5&pid=Api&P=0&w=470&h=184

Modus operandi 
Kaczynski’s bombs were handmade pipe bombs and typi-
cally contained handcrafted additives of timber. Also, bits 
of timber or bark had been frequently covered withinside 
the constructions. He taught himself the manner to make 
the explosives out of quantities of scrap material and
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timber that were modified into untraceable materials. The 
construction was completed manually, without the assis-
tance of power systems to make the smooth system he 
needed.

                                    
https://tse4.mm.bing.net/th?id=OIP.8_biQW7N1jGnZFKc1lF3-A

HaD7&pid=Api&P=0&w=306&h=162

The surge to save humanity
Kaczynski stated he went after figureheads, massive and 
small, of the digital revolution as a fashion of “revenge” 
and approach to stop humanity from itself. Kaczynski’s 
first victim on May 25, 1978, modified into Terry Marker, 
a police officer on-responsibility at North-western Univer-
sity.
On November 15, 1979, he located a bomb within the car-
go of American Airlines Flight 444. The bomb caused “a 
sucking explosion and a loss of pressure”.
On June 10, 1980, a parcel was modified and sent to the res-
idence of United Airlines president Percy Wood. The bomb 
was rigged withinside the book “Ice Brothers” through the 
manner of the way of Sloan Wilson. He suffered from es-
sential burns and cuts all over his body.
                                                                                                                                                                   
Forensic linguistic: The breakthrough 
Forensic Linguistics provides a careful and systemic 
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assessment of language. The Unabomber’s writing style was 
examined through his family members, who, after investi-
gating on their end, sadly determined that their findings had 
to be reported. Ted’s brother, David, found out his brother 
was the Unabomber through the written words modified 
but needed to be reinforced through extra methods. The 
linguistic assessment was done by FBI (Federal Bureau of 
Investigation) agents. FBI used a smooth computational 
approach looking at word frequencies and spelling versions 
to build up a linguistic profile to observe and match the au-
thors. For example, similarities covered every author using 
“analyse” for “analyze,” “licence” for “license,” “wilful-
ly” rather than “willfully,” “instalment” rather than “in-
stallment,” and so forth. 
The FBI profiler, James Fitzgerald, recognized a weird ver-
sion of the idiom “you can’t have your cake and eat it too!” 
- Kaczynski and the Unabomber inverted it into “you can’t 
eat your cake and characteristic it too”. There had been 
many exceptional similarities in content, style, and expres-
sion between Ted Kaczynski’s work and that of the Un-
abomber’s manifesto.
                                             

                       
         http://www.unabombers.com/images/MNight1.gif
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The end of the manhunt
With the help of Ted’s brother, David, and the assessment 
performed by the FBI profiler, James Fitzgerald, using fo-
rensic linguistics, the genius criminal was behind the bars 
for the bombings. As a result, the wound collector plead-
ed accountable for all the bombings. He was sentenced to 
eight terms with no parole.                                          
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